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The Country Life Archive Datasheet
Allows Users To Embrace The “British Way Of Life” in The Great Country 
Homes and Rural Living from the 19th Century Forward

Spanning more than a century, The Country Life Archive 
makes available the historical run of Country Life, from its first 
issue in 1897 to 2005.* Launched as Country Life Illustrated by 
businessman Edward Hudson, this renowned weekly culture 
and lifestyle magazine focuses on the “British way of life”; 
key topics include fine art and architecture, the great country 
houses, sports and rural living. It chronicles more than 100 
years of British heritage and is a unique record of this aspect 
of society and culture from the late-19th century forward.  
The magazine has documented the changing ownership of the 
United Kingdom’s great houses and has often been the only 
surviving visual record for the restoration of early 20th-century 
structures and interiors.

As well as recording traditional lifestyles, Country Life 
has reflected momentous events and social, political and 
cultural change throughout its run. Its early focus on great 
aristrocratic properties subsequently expanded to include 
features about smaller country houses, in line with the growth 
of the upper middle class. There was extensive reporting 
on the impact of the First World War on rural practices and 
lifestyles, as well as the challenges for country estates of 
various economic shocks throughout the 20th century. This 
multidisciplinary archive is cross-searchable on the ProQuest 
platform with Historical Periodicals and other popular 
ProQuest archives, allowing users to supplement their 
research with fresh and valuable perspectives. 
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This unique resource can be used across institutions 
in departments such as history, art, architecture, social 
sciences, cultural studies and more. Widely considered 
the foremost record of country estate living in the UK, this 
collection preserves this history and assembles one of the 
most extensive records of this lifestyle. The breadth of the 
magazine’s editorial scope has steadily grown to encompass 
lifestyle interests as such as antiques, fine countryside estates 
and gardens, wildlife, architecture, the arts, conservation, food, 
rural sports and society news.

Why The Country Life Archive?
•  In-demand 20th Century Content. Research shows 

continuing growth in dissertations publishing in many 
areas of twentieth-century history. Widely considered the 
foremost record of rural living in the UK, The Country Life 
Archive preserves this history and meets scholars’ needs 
for primary sources. 

•  Important primary resources are critical for research. 
Primary sources provide a window into the past – unfiltered 
access to the record of artistic, social, scientific, and political 
thought and achievement during a specific period under 
study, produced by people who lived during that period. 
Researchers continue to look for primary sources to help 
inform research into UK culture across the twentieth century.  

•  Multidisciplinary applications. Libraries are often required 
to justify large investments through demonstrable cross-
disciplinary applications. The Country Life Archive can 
be used across research and teaching in areas such as 
History, Art, Design, Architecture, Social Sciences, Cultural 
Studies and more. 

•  Rare and exclusive collection. Extensive runs of print 
copies of publications from this period are often rare, 
widely scattered, in poor condition, and inconvenient/
expensive to travel to.

•  Highly visual archive. Content reproduced as 800,000 high-
resolution, full-color page images, maximizing the value of 
this material.

•  User-friendly search. With article-level metadata and fully 
searchable text, users can quickly identify the content 
relevant to their research. Document type/feature tags for 
each article permit easy retrieval of specific content types 
such as advertisements, illustrations and photographs.

What’s included: 
•  Articles covering affairs of interest to rural communities 

across the whole of the 20th century

•  Thousands of weekly issues totaling around 800,000 pages

• Major resource for historians of:
o Architecture
o Landscape
o Class and society
o Art and Art History
o Rural life

• Highly visual

•  Archives valued by researchers and historians for guidance 
on, for example, restoration

•  An important record of the changing ownership of major 
houses in the UK, and a century’s property valuations

* Our policy is to include every issue from the first and to scan from cover 
to cover. Due to the rarity of the source content, however, there are small 
gaps (pages/issues).

Contact your Sales Specialist for more information  
about The Country Life Archive today!

Related Products 
Take research deeper with complementary resources from 
ProQuest, such as:

• The Artforum Archive 
• Art and Architecture Archive
• Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals
• British Periodicals
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